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A refreshing new series in the Wimpy Kid, Tom

Gates tradition, about meeting that very

special friend who makes your creative ideas

pop like popcorn and the laughter bubble. 
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SYNOPSIS

It’s the rst day back at school in Year 6 and a new girl enters the class room. She

has wild curly hair and an overbite, and then she is called Milla. She is asked to

sit in the empty seat next to Milla. And from then on funny things start to

happen.

You see, the two girls are not only called the same, they also have exactly the

same sense of humour. In fact, sometimes they only need to look at one another

– then laughter bubbles out of them both. And the same goes for nutty ideas.

About edible dog poos, about silly video clips and abduction of the teacher’s

keyboard.

But one day, things go terribly wrong when they attempt to pull a prank on

Milla’s big brother. Inadvertently, they mess up the relationship between him

and his secret girlfriend and he is so deeply unhappy that the two friends need

to put their creative minds to work to bring the two together again asap –

without anyone realising that they were the ones causing the chaos to begin

with. 

Take a look at Danish publisher, Gutkind's, Me & Milla universe here, containing

videos and extra material, like colouring pages and a interactive work book.
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